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ABSTRACT
Abnormal data access operations in database systems always hap-
pen, which are typically incurred by misoperations or attacks,
though these systems are enforced with strict access control poli-
cies. However, prior arts only focus on detecting abnormal data
accesses by utilizing known attack patterns or identifying behaviors
significantly deviated from normal behaviors. They cannot capture
stealthy abnormal data access operations that are similar to normal
ones. In this paper, we propose a novel unsupervised anomaly de-
tection system UCAD, which aims to detect abnormal data access
operations, by comparing operation’s semantics with their contex-
tual intent. However, it is non-trivial to obtain accurate semantics
of operations for intent analysis because (i) the same operation may
exhibit diverse semantics under different operation contexts and
(ii) different operation sequences could have identical semantics
due to heterogeneous user access patterns. To address this issue,
we develop a new transformer model called Trans-DAS for UCAD.
Trans-DAS learns the semantics of individual operations by utiliz-
ing the attention mechanism that analyzes the relevance between
any pair of operations in sequence, and captures the contextual
intent of operations inferred from the contexts. Specifically, Trans-
DAS utilizes a particular embedding layer to embed the semantics
of individual operations without the operation order information
and a masking mechanism that allows Trans-DAS to learn the se-
mantics according to the bidirectional contexts. Also, we define
a new training objective for Trans-DAS to enlarge the difference
among the embedded semantics. Furthermore, in order to effec-
tively utilize Trans-DAS for detection, we develop two modules in
UCAD, i.e., a data preprocessing module that allows Trans-DAS
to accurately learn the normal semantic information by removing
noisy data, and an anomaly detection module that learns the seman-
tic information for intent comparison. We evaluate the performance
of UCAD on real-world data traces under different settings (e.g.,
varied parameters and hybrid datasets). The results demonstrate
that UCAD achieves the average F1-score of 0.94 in two scenarios,
which significantly outperform baselines, and shows robustness to
hybrid data and good transferability to different tasks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The modern database systems store huge amounts of proprietary
data for numerous applications. Thus, it is critical to ensure system
confidentiality and integrity. Although these systems are typically
protected by various peripheral defenses (e.g., by enforcing access
control policies or enabling intrusion detection), abnormal data
access operations1 are still possible due to accidental misoperations
or deliberated attacks by sophisticated attackers. These abnormal
data accesses expose database systems to a diverse range of security
threats and may result in catastrophic consequences, such as data
tampering and data breaches. For example, it has been reported that
the economic loss caused by data breaching in the United States
alone is as high as 8.64 million dollars in 2020, and the cumulative
attack duration is around 280 days [3].

A series of anomaly detection methods specific for database sys-
tems have been developed to address this issue. They can be roughly
classified into four categories: syntax-based methods [14, 39, 40, 64]
focus on detecting anomalies by pattern matching or machine learn-
ing algorithms according to the syntax of SQL statements, context-
based methods [7, 25, 42, 83] detect abnormal behaviors deviated
from normal patterns by utilizing system and user information gen-
erated during data accessing, data-centric methods [43, 51] perform
detection by leveraging the statistics of queried data incurred by
obvious data change, and hybrid methods [52, 65, 66, 71] combining
the design primitives of different methods.

However, these traditional methods focus mostly on detecting
known attacks or anomalous data accesses [42, 51, 52, 61, 64, 80]
whose behavior are significantly deviated from normal patterns.
When these anomalous data accesses are more stealthy, e.g., the
attacker only launches a small amount of anomalous database
operations intermittently and changes confidential data slightly,
the traditional methods become less effective. Yet these stealthy
1A data access operation in database system refers to an individual SQL statement and
we use “operation” and “statement” interchangeably in this paper.
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Figure 1: A data access example containing one abnormal delete operation (in red). Traditional methods generate indistin-
guishable features for both normal and abnormal delete operations. Yet we observe that the semantics of abnormal operation
is deviated from the contextual intent inferred by its preceding operations.

anomalous data accesses are common in real-world production sys-
tems [1, 2, 4, 5]. As shown in Figure 1 (a) and (b), we use a real-world
example from our production system to illustrate the limitations
of these traditional methods. An attacker uses a user’s legitimate
credential (user1) and address (IP1) to remotely access the database
and performs several ordinary operations for table updating during
the period of time1. Meanwhile, the attacker stealthily deletes (in
red) important data from table t_rm_mac after a normal delete (in
blue) operation on table t_rm_mac. The abnormal operation cannot
be captured by these methods since they generate indistinguishable
feature vectors for both normal and abnormal delete operations.
For example, the syntax-based methods extract the same feature
vector from their syntax, i.e., the same command type on the same
table and column. The context-based approaches cannot find their
difference as the user attributes (user account, access time, and
client address) are not changed. The data-centric methods analyze
that both delete operations only remove one row of data and the
statistic features, i.e., the min, max values of the targeted column,
are the same.

To address the above problem, we propose a novel unsupervised
anomaly detection system, Unsupervised Contextual Anomaly De-
tection (UCAD). Our key observation underpinning the design is
that: abnormal operations can be identified by comparing the se-
mantics of an individual operation when considered alone with the
operation’s contextual intent, obtained by learning the semantics of a
sequence of operations preceding2 the operation in question. Consider
the following intuitive example illustrated in Figure 1 (c). When
analyzing the first normal delete, its former insert and select oper-
ations reveal that the intent is an ongoing table updating, so that
the next operation is likely to delete an invalid tuple due to the
newly inserted data. For the second abnormal delete, its former
insert, select, and the first delete operations indicate that the intent
is a completed table updating, which means that the next operation
should be select (i.e., to start a data query task) or insert (i.e., to
start another table updating task). Yet, in this example, the attacker
performs another delete (in red) in an attempt to stealthily sabotage
other data, which is deviated from the intent of a sequence preceded
this operation.
Challenges. Nevertheless, to accurately capture the semantics of
data access operations, we need to address three challenges. First,

2During the model training process, we can potentially use the operations after the
operation in question, i.e., a sequence surrounding the operation in question.

the same operation may exhibit diverse semantics under different
operation contexts. For instance, the two identical delete statements
in Figure 1 indicate distinct semantics as their preceded operation
sequence are different. Thus, the common semantics extraction ap-
proaches (e.g., word embedding [27, 55]) are ill-suited for this task
since they can only learn fixed semantic representations from local
contexts. Second, different operation sequences could have identical
semantics due to heterogeneous user access patterns, which means
that the order of operations is not sufficient or even misleading
in capturing the semantics of users’ operation sequence (i.e., the
intent). However, traditional sequence models like LSTM rely heav-
ily on the order information for semantics extraction. Thus, they
are not applicable in database systems with heterogeneous user
behaviors. Third, noise is non-negligible in raw data access operation
records. In database systems, operations that are irrelevant to the
true intent in question are common, e.g., accidental misoperations
(not necessarily malicious). These “noisy” data may interfere with
the process of extracting the semantics of data access operations.
Contributions. In this paper, we propose a novel unsupervised
anomaly detection system UCAD to identify abnormal data access
operations. To solve the above challenges and obtain accurate se-
mantics of operations, we develop a new transformer model called
Trans-DAS for UCAD. Trans-DAS utilizes a particular embedding
layer to embed the semantics of individual operations without oper-
ation ordering information, and a masking mechanism that allows
Trans-DAS to learn the semantics according to the bidirectional
contexts. Also, we define a new training objective for Trans-DAS
to enlarge the difference among the embedded semantics such that
Trans-DAS can easily capture the abnormal operations. Moreover,
in order to effectively detect abnormal operations using Trans-DAS,
we design a preprocessing module in UCAD to filter the noisy data
and known attacks, and utilize a clustering method to balance se-
mantic patterns and remove the sessions deviated from common
user behaviors. Note that, since it only requires normal data access
information to learn the semantics of operations, our system works
in an unsupervised manner.

In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper.

• We propose a novel unsupervised anomaly detection system
UCAD to identify the stealthy abnormal data access operations
in database systems.

• Wedevelop a new transformermodel called Trans-DAS for UCAD
to capture the semantics and contextual intent of operations.



• We prototype UCAD. Particularly, UCAD includes a preprocess-
ing module that allows Trans-DAS to obtain normal semantic
information by removing noisy data, and an anomaly detection
module that implements an instance of Trans-DAS to detect ab-
normal operations via contextual intent comparison.

• We perform extensive evaluations for UCAD using two real-
world data traces in two typical data access scenarios. The experi-
mental results show that it can achieve the F1-score of 0.89693 and
0.98168 in two scenarios, respectively, which significantly out-
perform baselines. Also, the results demonstrate that Trans-DAS
is not sensitive to different settings and robust to abnormal train-
ing data. Furthermore, the evaluations on three public datasets
demonstrate the transferability of UCAD to other tasks3.

2 THREAT MODEL
In this paper, we consider the abnormal data access operations that
are able to breach peripheral protections of database systems, such
as stealing legitimate credentials [80] ormisoperations. In particular,
these data access anomalies can occur due to the following reasons.
Privilege Abuse. Authorized users abuse their privileges to per-
form abnormal operations intentionally [52, 61, 64], e.g., for the
purpose of personal financial incentives. For example, an attacker
can always perform more query operations to retrieve confiden-
tial data violating normal business rules, and even delete data to
sabotage the database systems [52].
Credential Stealing. An attacker steals credentials of legitimate
users to access database and then stealthily performs abnormal
data access operations [42, 51, 80]. Generally, abnormal operations
are hidden deeply in the disguise of numerous normal daily activi-
ties [42], e.g., an abnormal delete operation hidden in a session to
remove confidential and sensitive data.
Misoperations. An inexperienced staff may perform misopera-
tions accidentally, resulting in data chaos such as data leakage.
Compared with normal data access operations, their operations are
not logically consistent and considered abnormal [52].

Note that, in this paper, we assume that operations of each user
are correctly recorded in the database system log. Attackers are
unable to corrupt the integrity of system log, which is our trusted
computing base (cf., [21, 24, 47, 54, 70, 81]). For instance, they can-
not execute abnormal SQL statements without generating any log
in the database system. An sophisticated attacker may tamper or
even remove their operation log by exploiting vulnerabilities of
database system, which is beyond the scope of this paper and can be
addressed by existing memory space protection techniques [15, 16].

3 OVERVIEW OF UCAD
Figure 2 shows an overview of our unsupervised anomaly detection
system UCAD. Architecturally, UCAD consists of a preprocessing
module and an anomaly detection module. The preprocessing mod-
ule tokenizes the raw data access operations in system log and
remove the noisy data so that the anomaly detection module can
learn the semantic information accurately. The anomaly detection
module implements an instance of Trans-DAS, which learns the
semantic information for contextual intent comparison.

3The source code is released in https://github.com/UCAD3/core.

In general, UCAD has two working stages: Offline Training and
Online Detection. In the training stage, the preprocessing module
builds the vocabulary for data access operation tokenization, and
removes noisy session data according to tokenized keys in the ses-
sion so that we can obtain a purified training set containing normal
user sessions4. The anomaly detection module trains Trans-DAS
on the purified dataset to learn the normal semantic information.
Note that this training procedure can be periodically conducted or
manually triggered to make Trans-DAS capture the latest normal
semantic information. In the detection stage, the preprocessing
module utilizes the learned vocabulary to tokenize each active user
session and directly filters out the known attack patterns. The
anomaly detection module utilizes the trained Trans-DAS model to
evaluate whether the semantics of current operation in the active
user session matches the overall intent of a sequence of operations
preceding the operation in question (which we refer to as contextual
intent of the operation). Since the normal semantic information is
learned via Trans-DAS, Trans-DAS can capture the anomalies that
do not include normal semantic information, i.e., a mismatched
operation is labeled as anomaly. The detected abnormal operations
may be subsequently sent to a domain expert for further investiga-
tion and actions (such as banning the user or even re-qualify the
system software).

4 THE TRANS-DAS MODEL
In this section, we describe our transformer model Trans-DAS that
used in UCAD for anomaly detection.

4.1 Basic Idea
To capture the semantic information of operations, we develop a
new transformer model called Transformer for Data Access Seman-
tics (Trans-DAS). The goal of Trans-DAS is to capture the relevance
between one operation and its bidirectional operation contexts so
that Trans-DAS can learn the exact semantics of individual opera-
tions and the contextual intent.

Note that, traditional models widely used in semantics extraction,
i.e., the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network and traditional
Transformer models, are ill-suited for learning the semantic infor-
mation from data access operations. Specifically, although LSTM
network has been a standard solution to learn semantic patterns
from sequential data, they process data based on the item order in
the sequence. Such processing implicitly makes LSTM relies heav-
ily on the order information (i.e., the order dependence) to learn
semantics, which is not applicable in database systems since hetero-
geneous user access patterns exhibit diverse operation sequences.
Moreover, the traditional transformer model [79], consisting of
an encoder and a decoder, learns the semantic information by us-
ing the attention mechanism that captures the relevance between
each pair of items. However, it also embeds the position encodings
(i.e., order information) into the semantics of items. When facing
the challenge of heterogeneous access patterns, such order infor-
mation may prevent us from capturing the semantic information
accurately. Furthermore, the encoder chooses a fully-connected
attention design without masking (i.e., connecting an item with

4A user session refers to a sequence of data access operations executed by a specific
user during one time of database accessing.



Figure 2: The overview of our anomaly detection system (UCAD) which consists of a preprocessing module and an anomaly
detection module. UCAD has two working stages: offline training and online detection.

all items including itself). Thus, capturing the semantics of an op-
eration might be influenced by the operation itself. The decoder
adopts a masking mechanism that only connects an operation with
its preceded operations, resulting in learning partial contextual in-
tent. Thus, the encoder and the decoder represent a weak capability
in learning the semantic information of data access operations.

Our Trans-DAS model well addresses the issues above. As shown
in Figure 3 (a), it consists of an embedding layer (see Section 4.2)
and multiple attention blocks (see Section 4.3). The embedding layer
is used to embed the semantics of individual operations without
the order information. The attention block uses a new masking
mechanism, which connects an operation with its bidirectional
operation contexts except itself. The masking mechanism prevents
inferring the semantics of an operation directly from itself and
allows Trans-DAS to capture the contextual intent of an operation
based on its bidirectional contexts. As Trans-DAS is designed for
unsupervised detection, the input is only a sequence containing
𝑛 operations and the output is a predicted sequence of the same
length, which can be used for anomaly detection.

4.2 The Embedding Layer
The embedding layer is designed to convert each operation into
a vector representing the latent semantics. Suppose each opera-
tion in the input sequence can be identified by a unique key and
ℎ is the hidden dimension, the embedding layer builds a matrix
M ∈ R𝑛×ℎ during model training and then each operation key can
be converted into an embedding vector by retrieving M. And a
constant zero vector 0 is used to represent a specific key which is
preserved for padding and new operations appeared during detec-
tion. Through the embedding layer, an input sequence of length 𝐿
can be represented as:

E = (e1, e2, ..., e𝐿), e𝑖 ∈ Rℎ, (1)

Compared with the traditional transformer model, we remove the
position encoding of each item (i.e., the order information) from
embedding vectors, to get rid of the order dependence. Thus, we can
obtain accurate semantic representations under the heterogeneous
user access patterns.

4.3 Multiple Attention Blocks
To learn the semantics of operation sequence (i.e., the contextual
intent), we design an attention block and its architecture is shown
in Figure 3(b). An attention block consists of a multi-head atten-
tion layer, i.e., self-attention layers in parallel, and a feed forward

layer. Note that the self-attention layer utilizes the self-attention
mechanism [79] and a masking mechanism of our own design. We
describe their details as follows.
TheMulti-HeadAttention LayerwithMasking. The attention
mechanism can be described as a function that maps a query and a
set of key-value pairs to an output, where the query, key, value are
all vectors projected from input data individually [79]. The output
is another vector that is computed as a weighted sum of the values,
where the weight of each value is computed by a compatibility
function of the query with the corresponding key. When the atten-
tion mechanism is applied to correlate different parts of a single
sequence in order to compute a new representation of the same
sequence that reveals its internal relevance, e.g., converting the
operation sequence into semantic representations, the mechanism
can be called self-attention [79]. In particular, given an embedded
input sequence E ∈ R𝐿×ℎ , the self-attention layer (SA) linearly
projects E into three individual projections representing query, key
and value using three learnable weight matrices, and then feeds
them into an attention function together:

SA(E) = Attention(E𝑊𝑄 , E𝑊𝐾 , E𝑊𝑉 ), (2)

where𝑊𝑄 ,𝑊𝐾 ,𝑊𝑉 ∈ Rℎ×ℎ are weight matrices for query, key and
value projections, respectively. And we apply the scaled dot-product
attention [79] function:

Attention(𝑄,𝐾,𝑉 ) = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥
(
𝑄𝐾𝑇
√
ℎ

)
𝑉 , (3)

In general, it computes dot products of each query with all keys,
scales the outputs by dividing

√
ℎ, and applies a softmax function

to obtain the weights on values. These weight matrices represent
the semantic relevance among operation contexts.

A common unsupervised training strategy for learning semantics
is applying the next prediction task, i.e., the target output for an in-
put sequence (𝑥𝑡−𝑛+1, ..., 𝑥𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡 ) is a shifted version (𝑥𝑡−𝑛+2, ..., 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡+1).
This strategy makes learning-based model capture the semantic in-
formation by predicting an operation from its contexts. However, in
this strategy, the 𝑖-th target operation in the output sequence is the
same as the (𝑖+1)-th operation in the input sequence. If we choose
a fully-connected attention design as the encoder of transformer,
the prediction of an operation will be influenced by itself. Besides,
the future masking mechanism in the transformer’s decoder only
uses unidirectional items before the (𝑖+1)-th input to predict the
𝑖-th output. Neither design is able to capture the contextual intent
accurately. To overcome their limitations, we design a new masking



mechanism for our self-attention layer, which is realized by discon-
necting 𝑄𝑖 and 𝐾𝑖+1 so that the influence from operation itself is
eliminated. Figure 3 (c) shows a simplified schematic of this design.
In summary, our self-attention layer uses bidirectional operation
contexts (only except the (𝑖+1)-th input) to predict 𝑖-th output, so
that Trans-DAS can learn the semantics of individual operations
and contextual intent accurately.

Since each self-attention (i.e., single-head attention) layer can
profile a specific kind of semantic pattern, we parallel multiple
self-attention layers to compose a multi-head attention layer (MH).
Thus, Trans-DAS can capture diverse semantic patterns. Formally:

MH(E) = [SA1 (E); SA2 (E); ...SA𝑚 (E)]𝑊𝑂 , (4)

where the outputs from 𝑚 heads are concatenated together and
then projected with𝑊𝑂 ∈ Rℎ×ℎ . Note that the current projection
matrices are𝑊𝑄

𝑖
,𝑊𝐾

𝑖
,𝑊𝑉

𝑖
∈ Rℎ×ℎ/𝑚 in each SA𝑖 . As the dimension

of each head is reduced from ℎ to ℎ/𝑚, the computation cost is
similar to that of a single-head attention with full dimensions.

We apply three regularization techniques: (1) Residual connection.
It propagates the intermediate output of lower layers to higher
layers through skip connections, to avoid the problem of gradient
vanishing. (2) Layer normalization. It is beneficial for enhancing the
model’s generalization ability. (3) Dropout. It is effective to alleviate
the overfitting problem. The whole regularization process is:

Reg(x) = LN(x + 𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑓 (x)), (5)

LN(x) = g√
(𝜎)2 + 𝜖

⊙ (x − `) + b, (6)

where 𝑓 (x) represents the output of the multi-head attention layer,
g, b are the gain and bias parameters, `, 𝜎 are the mean and the
variance of x. ⊙ is the element-wise multiplication between two
vectors. 𝜖 is a small constant to prevent division by zero. The output
of this multi-head attention layer is Reg(x).
The Feed Forward Layer. After the multi-head attention layer,
we append a point-wise feed-forward layer to each output position
separately and identically, to further enhance the capability of
semantic representation. It refers to two linear transformations
with the ReLU function:

FFN(𝑥) =𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0, 𝑥𝑊1 + 𝑏1)𝑊2 + 𝑏2, (7)

where𝑊1,𝑊2 ∈ Rℎ×ℎ , 𝑏1, 𝑏2 ∈ Rℎ are also learnable parameters
and shared among all positions. We apply the same regulariza-
tion techniques used in multi-head attention layer, i.e., FFN(𝑥) is
regarded as 𝑓 (x) in Equation 5 to compute the regularized output.
Stacked Attention Blocks. Finally, we stack attention blocks to
further strengthen the capability of Trans-DAS so that Trans-DAS
can capture complex semantic patterns. Therefore, the output of
the 𝑏-th block can be obtained as follows:

𝐼 (𝑏) = MH(𝑂 (𝑏−1) ), 𝑂 (0) = E, (8)

𝑂
(𝑏)
𝑖

= FFN(𝐼 (𝑏)
𝑖

), 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝐿], (9)

5 THE DESIGNS OF UCAD
In this section, we present the designs of the key modules of UCAD,
i.e., a data preprocessing module (see Section 5.1) for efficient Trans-
DAS training and anomaly detection, and an anomaly detection

Figure 3: A detailed view of Trans-DAS. Compared with the
original Transformer, Trans-DAS uses an embedding layer
without order information, and multiple attention blocks
utilizing a new masking mechanism which takes in bidirec-
tional contexts, to capture the semantics of individual oper-
ations and the contextual intent.

module by utilizing Trans-DAS. In particular, the anomaly detection
module offline trains Trans-DAS (see Section 5.2) and online detects
anomalies by using trained Trans-DAS (see Section 5.3).

5.1 The Preprocessing Module
The preprocessing module is used to: (i) tokenize the raw data
access log of normal users and (ii) remove noisy data to purify
the training data for learning accurate semantic information. In
particular, it processes the raw data access log by the following two
steps: operation tokenization and noise removal.
Operation Tokenization. We first tokenize each operation (i.e.,
SQL statement in plain text) in the raw data access log as a unique
quantitative value, i.e., the statement key5. Specifically, we abstract
all variables in each statement as “$” to protect user privacy. For
instance, the statement “Update T_content set count=23 where dan-
muKey=94” will be abstracted as “Update T_content set count=$1
where danmuKey=$2”. We take a concise yet effective tokenization
method that assigns a unique key starting from “𝑘1” to a specific
statement, while “𝑘0” is preserved for padding and newly appeared
statements during detection.

Compared with traditional tokenization methods [20, 24, 75], our
design can distinguish fine-grained differences in SQL statements,
which may result in significant differences in their semantics. For
example, “delete from t_mac where normal_mac=$1”, and “delete
from t_mac where abnormal_mac=$1” are literally similar yet se-
mantically inconsistent. The methods utilizing only the main part
of the statement ignore such a small literal difference and assign
the same key to these two statements, e.g., [20] extracts the longest
common subsequence among statements. Thus, their capability
of capturing the diverse semantics of operations is insufficient.
By contrast, our design will assign two unique keys to these two
statements, respectively. After this step, each user session will be
converted into an operation key sequence. Note that the built vo-
cabulary for operation tokenization is preserved to tokenize active
user sessions during the detection stage.
Noise Removal. Since the noise in raw data access records is
non-negligible, it is necessary to purify user sessions for Trans-
DAS training. Although Trans-DAS is resilient to a certain amount
of noise in the training data (see Section 6.5), clean data is still
5For short, we use “key” to denote “statement key” in the rest of paper.



Figure 4: The training stage of Trans-DAS model.

helpful to capture more accurate normal semantic information,
yielding better detection performance. To remove noise, we apply:
(1) enforcing access control policies; (2) clustering.

First, we utilize the attribute-based access control policies [34]
to directly filter out the known attack patterns. Based on existing
studies [6, 33, 35, 38], we use the identity of user, the access address,
the access time, the target access table, and the interval between
two consecutive operations in a session, to establish access control
policies. Then the sessions violating the granting policies or match-
ing the denying policies are directly filtered out. For instance, we
can use the user identity and the address attributes to construct
specific policies restricting the users who access the database from
previously unknown addresses, since an unknown address is a typ-
ical characteristic of data access anomaly [6]. Note that the access
control policies are extensible, so that we can easily introduce new
policies to filter out more known attack patterns.

We then apply clusteringmethod to remove noisy sessions which
are deviated from common data access patterns. Specifically, we
profile each session (i.e., key sequence) by using the n-gram fea-
tures [44, 56, 76, 78], compute the similarities among sessions by
Jaccard Index and perform clustering based on the DBSCAN algo-
rithm [26], which is capable of discovering clusters with arbitrary
shapes. Based on the clustering results, we take the following steps:
(1) We perform randomly under-sampling on large clusters for bal-
ancing data access patterns, where the sampling rate is decided
by the median size of all clusters. It will prevent the normal yet
relatively less patterns (in small clusters) from being wrongly re-
garded as noise by Trans-DAS. (2) After balancing, we remove the
clusters whose size is significantly smaller than the median size of
all clusters, as their data access patterns are rare. (3) We check the
average length (i.e., the number of key) of sessions in each cluster,
and remove sessions whose length is much smaller than the average
or median length value. These small sessions are too short to reveal
the contextual intent of operations and may even contain ambigu-
ous semantics. Finally, we regard the user sessions in remaining
clusters as purified training data for anomaly detection module.

5.2 Offline Trans-DAS Training
We now describe the offline training of Trans-DAS in the anomaly
detection module. To prepare normal training data, the preprocess-
ing module converts raw data access log into user sessions and filter
out the noisy data as discussed in Section 5.1. Then, the anomaly
detection module offline trains Trans-DAS on the purified normal
sessions to capture the semantic information.

As shown in Figure 4, Trans-DAS is trained in an unsupervised
manner, which uses a shifted version of the input sequence as its

desired output sequence. Formally, assuming there is a normal train-
ing dataset T = (𝑆1, 𝑆2, ...𝑆𝑁 ) containing 𝑁 normal sessions, each
session represents a sequence of operation keys chronologically
executed by a database user. For each 𝑆𝑖 ∈ T , we extract operation
sequences as the input of Trans-DAS using a sliding window of
size 𝐿. For an extracted sequence (𝑥𝑡−𝐿+1, ..., 𝑥𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡 ), its desired
output key sequence is (𝑥𝑡−𝐿+2, ..., 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡+1). Our training objective
is to maximize the similarity between the output of Trans-DAS and
the desired key sequence.

To achieve this goal, we first convert the desired key sequence
into a semantic embedding vector by retrieving matrix M in the
embedding layer of Trans-DAS, then obtain the last layer’s output:
𝑂 (𝐵) = (𝑂 (𝐵)

1 ,𝑂
(𝐵)
2 , ...,𝑂

(𝐵)
𝐿

). The similarity between 𝑂 (𝐵)
𝑖

and an
operation key 𝑥 𝑗 is defined as their inner product:

𝑧
𝑗
𝑖
= 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑

(
𝑂

(𝐵)
𝑖

·M
(
𝑥 𝑗
) )
, (10)

We develop a new loss function consisting of three components
for Trans-DAS to address the challenge of diverse operation seman-
tics. We should enlarge the difference among different operations
semantics such that Trans-DAS can capture them more accurately.
To achieve this goal, we utilize triplet loss [68] as our first com-
ponent. It tries to maximize the distance of two embeddings with
different labels and minimize that of two embeddings with the same
label so that the difference between embeddings (i.e., the embed-
ded semantics) could be enlarged. In addition, to make Trans-DAS
output the desired operation sequence, we use the one-class cross
entropy loss that computes the absolute semantic distance between
the predicted and desired operations as our second component.
Finally, to avoid overfitting, we use the 𝐿2 normalization as the
third component. As a whole, our loss function is defined as:

L =
∑
T

𝐿∑
𝑖=1

max
(
𝑧−𝑖 − 𝑧+𝑖 + g, 0

)
− log

(
𝑧+𝑖

)
+ ||\ | |2, (11)

where g is a margin parameter, 𝑧+
𝑖
represents the similarity between

𝑂
(𝐵)
𝑖

with its desired operation, and 𝑧−
𝑖
refers to the similarity

between 𝑂 (𝐵)
𝑖

with its undesired operation. Note that the desired
operations can be achieved by forward shifting the input operation
sequence. The choice of undesired labels for each session is based
on the concept of Negative Sampling [27]. Namely, we choose
random operation keys that never appear in 𝑆𝑖 as the negative
labels iteratively. Next, we can train Trans-DAS with common
optimization methods like SGD.

We apply a concise yet effective fine-tuning strategy [49] to solve
the issue of concept drift [49, 77], which is a common obstacle for
learning-based systems. It is typically caused by the variation of
data patterns over time and may lead to false alarms. Specifically,
when our system finishes model training and starts to perform
online detection, we collect new normal sessions verified by our
system. In the next round of training, we use these sessions to
fine-tune our previously trained Trans-DAS. Our strategy achieves
advantages over other approaches including retraining a newmodel
on new data or producing ensemble models with the original mod-
els [49]. In particular, it retains the information of historical data
for detection and models the normal semantic patterns by utilizing
the data. However, retraining a new model from scratch is often



Figure 5: The detection stage of Trans-DAS model.

constrained by the availability of new data, and may even fail to
capture the historical semantic patterns. Moreover, we only fine-
tune one deep learning model, and therefore imposes much less
storage and computation compared with training ensemble models.

5.3 Online Detection with Trans-DAS
Now anomaly detection module detects anomalies by utilizing the
trained Trans-DAS. Similar to the training stage, the preprocessing
module first tokenizes data access operations of active user sessions
into keys. Second, the trained Trans-DAS model detects abnormal
data access operations by validating whether the semantics of cur-
rent operation in the active session matches the overall intent of
its preceding operation sequence.

Recall that, during the training process of our Trans-DAS model,
the last embedding vector in the output sequence represents the
contextual intent of current operation predicted by its preceding
operations. Intuitively, if the actually observed operation is incon-
sistent with the predicted contextual intent, it can be regarded as an
anomaly. However, this exact matching strategy may yield plenty
of false alarms in practice. As discussed in Section 1, the user access
pattern is heterogeneous so that there may exist multiple legitimate
options for the next operation. For instance, after inserting tuples
into a table, the normal user may perform following operations:
(a) select from the same table to ensure the insert operation is suc-
cessful; (b) insert tuples into other tables; (c) delete invalid data in
another table due to the former insert operation.

To address this issue, we develop a detection mechanism based
on the top-p strategy as illustrated in Figure 5. Specifically, for an
active user session, we feed its preceding operation key sequence
𝑆 = (𝑥𝑡−𝐿, ..., 𝑥𝑡−1) into Trans-DAS at time 𝑡 , and obtain the last
embedding vector of model output (𝑂 (𝐵)

𝐿
), which contains the nor-

mal contextual intent of operation at time 𝑡 . Then, we compute
the similarities between 𝑂 (𝐵)

𝐿
and all operations individually via

Equation 10 and rank these results from largest to smallest. With
the ranking list, we check whether the similarity between real op-
eration 𝑥𝑡 and 𝑂

(𝐵)
𝐿

ranks top-p. If so, we think 𝑥𝑡 is normal as
it matches the contextual intent. Otherwise, 𝑥𝑡 is regarded as an
abnormal data access operation and this user session is immedi-
ately flagged as an abnormal session. Finally, a domain expert is
responsible for diagnosing sessions that contain detected abnormal
operations. The false alarms will be incorporated with the verified
normal sessions for the next round of Trans-DAS training.

6 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate UCAD with real-world data traces
around the following questions.

RQ1: By analyzing the semantics of operations, can UCAD accurately
identify abnormal data access operations and outperform existing
approaches?
RQ2: Comparing with the original Transformer model [79], can our
new designs in Trans-DAS improve the detection performance of
UCAD?
RQ3: Is the performance of UCAD sensitive to hyper-parameters?
And is it possible to reduce the training time while retaining good
detection capabilities?
RQ4: If the training set of Trans-DAS does not only contain normal
data, can UCAD still perform accurate detection based on the anomaly
detection module?
RQ5: Can UCAD be effectively transferred to relevant tasks?
RQ6: Can UCAD identify real-world anomalies?

6.1 Experimental Setup
Dataset. We collect data about two typical database application
scenarios from an Internet company. The first scenario is online
commenting applications where users perform more insert, delete,
and update operations. The second one supports location service
applications and contains more select but less update behaviors.
Table 1 summarizes our datasets used for evaluation.

For each scenario, we collect real world data and purify it via
our preprocessing module. The purified normal user sessions are
divided into a training set (T ) and a testing set (V1) with a ratio
of 8:2. Moreover, to simulate heterogeneous user access patterns in
database, we generate two other normal datasets (V2 and V3) for
testing as follows: (1) Partially Swap: Given a normal session inV1,
we create a session inV2 by choosing the partially interchangeable
operations in the session, randomly swap them, andmanually verify
that the swapping does not undermine the session goal or change its
characteristics. For instance, several consecutive select operations
querying different tables in the same session are perfect candidates
for such mutations. (2) Partially Remove: Since some operations in
a session are irrelevant to the session goal, e.g., a user performs
repeated select multiple times, we remove part of these operations
in the original session in dataset V1, and also manually verify that
both the session goal and its normal characteristic are not changed,
to create a new session inV3.

Due to the rarity of anomalies in realistic scenarios, we can only
collect a very small amount of abnormal sessions. Meanwhile, to
the best of our knowledge, there is no public dataset about abnor-
mal database operation log. Hence, we synthesize abnormal data
based on the methods used in [42, 52], to simulate the three kinds
of anomalies introduced in Section 2. Specifically, (1) For the priv-
ilege abuse, we carefully prepare a rich set of select operations
and generate each abnormal session by combining repeatedly or
randomly chosen select operations with a normal session fromV1.
(2) For the credential stealing, we randomly insert delete and other
irrelevant operations into a normal session of V1 to generate a
new abnormal session. The amount of newly inserted operations
is less than 10% of the original operations, to ensure the abnormal
behavior is stealthy. (3) For the misoperations, we select the nor-
mal operations which are rarely performed and randomly combine
multiple of them to construct an abnormal session. We denote the
abnormal sets generated by three kind of attackers as A1, A2 and
A3, respectively, and the size of each set is the same to that of V1.



Table 1: Our training and testing datasets collected from two
database application scenarios. #Training session and #Test-
ing session are the numbers of user sessions used for train-
ing and testing, respectively.Average Length is the average
number of database operations in a user session. #Keys is
the number of each database operation (i.e., select, insert, up-
date and delete). #Table is the number of database tables.

#Training Average #Keys (select, insert, #Table #Testing session
session length update, delete) Abnormal Normal

Scenario-I 354 24 20 (7, 4, 4, 5) 7 89×3 89×3
Scenario-II 3722 129 593 (238, 351, 146, 4) 15 930×3 930×3

In summary, for each scenario, we use T as the training set and
integrate the normal sets V1, V2, V3 and abnormal sets A1, A2,
A3 as the testing dataset.
Baselines. We choose five unsupervised anomaly detection meth-
ods as baselines. First, we select the classical Tree-based Isolation
Forests (iForest) [48] and Kernel-based OneClassSVM [67] algo-
rithms due to their success in numerous applications. Since they
are not specific to database systems and cannot handle time se-
ries data, we profile each session as a vector of 𝑛-dimensions (𝑛 is
the number of total operation keys) and count the appearances of
each operation. Second, we choose a hybrid solution [52] which
utilizes statistical features. Lastly, we select the Deeplog [21] ap-
proach, which is general for anomaly detection from system log,
and a state-of-the-art anomaly detection method for time series,
i.e., USAD [11]. Since Deeplog [21] and USAD [11]6 are capable of
detecting anomalies in time series data, we directly use the same
operation sequences generated by our data processing module as
their training and testing sets.
Metrics. We evaluate the detection performance through three
typical metrics: Precision, Recall and F1-Score. Although UCAD is
designed to identify anomalies at the granularity of operation, we
report detection results at the granularity of user session in order
to use the same performance measure as baseline methods ([11, 48,
67] can only perform detection at the session level). Specifically,
when UCAD detects an abnormal operation from a testing session,
we mark this session as an abnormal session. Therefore, with the
normal testing datasets (i.e., V1, V2, V3), we can calculate the
false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false positive rate (𝐹𝑃𝑅 =
𝐹𝑃

𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁 ). Note that the normal and abnormal sessions are considered
as negative and positive, respectively. On abnormal datasets (i.e.,
A1, A2, A3), the false negative (FN), true positive (TP) and false
negative rate (𝐹𝑁𝑅 = 𝐹𝑁

𝐹𝑁+𝑇𝑃 ) can be computed. Finally, we use
the following three metrics: Precision= 𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃 , Recall=
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁 , F1-
Score= 2×𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛×𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 .
Parameters. By default, we use the following parameter values
for UCAD: 𝐿 = 30, p = 5, g = 0.5, ℎ = 10, 𝑚 = 2, 𝐵 = 6 in
Scenario-I, 𝐿 = 100, p = 10, g = 0.5, ℎ = 64, 𝑚 = 8, 𝐵 = 6 in
Scenario-II. Recall that 𝐿 is the size of input keys to Trans-DAS,
which is decided by the average length of training sessions, top-
𝑝 operations (ranked by similarities) are considered as normal,
g, ℎ,𝑚, 𝐵 denote the margin parameter, the dimension of hidden
vector, the number of attention head, and the number of stacked
multi-head attention layers, respectively. We evaluate their impacts
6Deeplog source code: https://github.com/wuyifan18/DeepLog; USAD source code:
https://github.com/manigalati/usad

on the detection performance in Section 6.4. For baselines, we
explore their parameter spaces and report the best results.

6.2 Detection Performance
Table 2 presents the performance of five baseline methods and
UCAD. It is obvious that UCAD achieves the best F1-score of 0.89693
and 0.98168 in both scenarios, showing an average improvement of
about 14.9% and 30.5% over the baselines.

We notice that non-sequence methods [48, 52, 67] have relatively
lower FPRs but higher FNRs, which means that they tend to assume
sessions as normal. In particular, the FPRs of Mazzawi et al. [52]
in Scenario-I are less than 0.10 while its FNR on A2 is as worse
as 1.0. Although OneClassSVM method achieves a good precision
in Scenario-I, it has a poor recall of only 0.73408, and over 75%
sessions in A2 are misjudged as normal ones. This phenomenon
indicates that these methods are incapable of identifying the opera-
tion sequences which contain stealthy anomalies. The main reason
behind their poor performance is that they can only detect point
anomalies whose statistical features are far away from the normal
sessions, but ignore the semantic information. Therefore, when the
attacker stealthily inserts a small amount of anomalies into normal
operation sequences (e.g., A2), these methods cannot distinguish
these abnormal sessions from normal ones. On the other side, the
sequence methods [11, 21] achieve lower FNRs but higher FPRs,
which means that they prefer to regard sessions as anomalies. For
instance, DeepLog achieves FNRs of 0.01124 and 0.16022 on ab-
normal A2, respectively, while its FPRs on normal testing sets are
the worst (i.e., 0.38202, 0.57303, 0.38202 in Scenario-I and 0.34861,
0.75591, and 0.69677 in Scenario-II). The worse performance is
caused by their heavy dependence on the operation order, which is
not applicable to heterogeneous user access patterns in database.
Thus, they cannot capture the intent of normal operation sequence
and then generate a lot of false alarms.

Equipped with several designs to accurately extract the semantic
information from operation sequence, UCAD achieves lower FPRs
and FNRs than other methods in the majority of cases. The only
one exception is the FNR onA1 of Scenario-I (about 0.19), which is
higher than that of USAD [11] (about 0.09). This might be caused
by smaller training set in scenario-I. However, note that the average
FNRs of USAD [11] are about 0.15 and 0.11 in Scenario-I and II,
respectively, while ours are only about 0.13 and 0.001. Moreover, the
FPR of USAD [11] is also higher (worse) than ours on every testing
dataset. Therefore, our UCAD outperforms [11] in both scenarios.
Notably, the FNR of our method on the most stealthy anomaly type
(i.e., A2) is only 0.02247 in Scenario-I, and it further decreases to
0.00430 in Scenario-II, which is about 20 times better than the sub-
optimal result (0.08925 achieved by iForest). We argue that lower
FNR is really meaningful since even a single abnormal session may
cause catastrophic consequence on the database system, especially
when the database stores confidential and sensitive data.

In Trans-DAS, the semantics of individual operation is inferred
by its operation contexts and their attention weights (see Equa-
tion 3). We visualize the attention weights in Trans-DAS to illus-
trate this critical process. Since the semantic information becomes
more implicit in deeper attention blocks, we choose to visualize the
attention weights in the first attention block. As shown in Figure 6,

https://github.com/wuyifan18/DeepLog
https://github.com/manigalati/usad


Table 2: Performance comparison in Scenario-I and II. Metrics are false positive rate (FPR), false negative rate (FNR), precision
(P), recall (R) and F1-score (F1). The lower FPR and FNR means better, higher P, R and F1 means better.

Scenario Methods FPR FNR P R F1
V1 V2 V3 A1 A2 A3

I
Commenting
Application

OneClassSVM[67] 0.02247 0.02247 0.02247 0.0494 0.75281 0.0 0.97029 0.73408 0.83582
iForest [48] 0.26966 0.26966 0.22472 0.20225 0.19101 0.0 0.77333 0.86891 0.81834

Mazzawi et al. [52] 0.05618 0.05618 0.07865 0.44944 1.0 0.0 0.89032 0.51685 0.65403
DeepLog [21] 0.38202 0.57303 0.38202 0.21348 0.01124 0.0 0.67486 0.92509 0.78041
USAD [11] 0.22472 0.20225 0.30337 0.08989 0.34831 0.0 0.77816 0.85393 0.81429

Ours 0.12360 0.15730 0.14607 0.19101 0.02247 0.0 0.86713 0.92884 0.89693

II
Location
Service

OneClassSVM[67] 0.14475 0.13226 0.01613 0.0 0.84194 0.0 0.88609 0.71935 0.79407
iForest [48] 0.03619 0.03226 0.02258 0.5 0.08925 0.0 0.96513 0.80358 0.87698

Mazzawi et al. [52] 0.00844 0.01505 0.02043 0.44086 0.99247 0.55914 0.95223 0.33584 0.49656
DeepLog [21] 0.34861 0.75591 0.69677 0.0 0.16022 0.0 0.61691 0.94659 0.74699
USAD [11] 0.18938 0.26667 0.17097 0.0 0.34839 0.0 0.81386 0.88387 0.84742

Ours 0.04222 0.03871 0.03118 0.0 0.00430 0.0 0.96535 0.99857 0.98168

Figure 6: The attention weights visualization for a normal session example. The red rectangle in each row highlights the most
relevant contextual operation in inferring the semantics of one individual operation. The semantic relevance of operations
in the red rectangle are also reflected in their SQL statements.

this is a normal session example where the key sequence is [321,
358, 31, 230, 460, 128, 150, 236, 584, 45, 304, 251, 45] and their cor-
responding SQL statements are listed in Figure 6(b). Each row in
Figure 6(a) shows the attention weights of an individual operation
in y-axis to its operation contexts in x-axis. Meanwhile, the red
square highlights the most relevant (i.e., highest weight) context in
inferring the semantics of one individual operation. We can observe
that operation 358 and 128 are two consecutive operations on table
t_cell_fp_9. It means that the semantics of operation 128 is most
relevant to operation 358, demonstrated by the red square in cell
(X:358, Y:128). Besides, the similar queries on table t_cell_fp_3 (i.e.,
operations 460, 150 and 236) indicate that their semantics are highly
relevant. Trans-DAS captures such semantic patterns, i.e., the two
red squares in (X:150, Y:460) and (X:150, Y:236). Thus, Trans-DAS
is effective to learn semantic information from operations contexts.

6.3 Analysis of Trans-DAS
In this section, we evaluate the impact of our designs in Trans-
DAS to the anomaly detection performance of UCAD. Compared
with the original Transformer model, Trans-DAS has three designs
including an embedding layer without operation order informa-
tion, a masking mechanism utilizing bidirectional contexts, and
a new training objective utilizing triplet loss. Specifically, we use
the original Transformer as the base model, and then add each
design separately to generate a new variant. Table 3 presents the

evaluation results of the original Transformer and these variants.
We omit A3 as the FNRs of all variants are zero.

(0) Base Transformer. The base model is Transformer with learn-
able position embedding and its masking mechanism in the decoder
masks all the future operations. Besides, we use the one-class cross-
entropy as its loss function. We observe that the base model has the
lowest F1-score in both scenarios. In addition, its FPRs are higher
than 0.2 in Scenario-I and close to 0.1 in Scenario-II, which are
much worse than other variants.

(1) Our embedding layer. Compared with the base model, our
variant improves the performance in Scenario-I (i.e., the F1-score
rises from 0.86731 to 0.87434 and the precision increased by 0.01575),
yet slightly impairs the performance in Scenario-II. The reason
behind this result is that the average session length of Scenario-II is
much longer than that of Scenario-I. Although removing the order
information increases its applicability to heterogeneous user access
patterns, it also reduces the number of learnable parameters and
then weakens its capability in learning the complex semantics of
long sessions. Fortunately, this issue can be addressed by integrating
our following two designs.

(2) Our masking mechanism. We observe that embedding bidi-
rectional contexts is also effective to improve the detection per-
formance, i.e., the F1-score rises from 0.86731 to 0.88471 and from
0.95721 to 0.96991 in two scenarios, respectively. Both the FPR and



Table 3: The contribution of our new designs in Trans-DAS. Up arrows mean performance increases to the Base Transformer.

Scenario Model Variants FPR FNR P R F1
V1 V2 V3 A1 A2

I
Commenting
Application

Base Transformer 0.20225 0.22472 0.21348 0.19101 0.02247 0.81311 0.92884 0.86713
Our embedding layer 0.17977 0.19101 0.20225 0.20225 0.02247 0.82886 ↑ 0.92509 0.87434 ↑

Our masking mechanism 0.16265 0.16725 0.15791 0.19101 0.02247 0.84360 ↑ 0.92884 0.88417 ↑
Our training objective 0.15730 0.11236 0.13483 0.22472 0.02247 0.87189 ↑ 0.91760 0.89416 ↑

Trans-DAS 0.12360 0.15730 0.14607 0.19101 0.02247 0.86713 ↑ 0.92884 0.89693 ↑

II
Location
Service

Base Transformer 0.09530 0.09140 0.08602 0.0 0.00538 0.91945 0.99821 0.95721
Our embedding layer 0.09771 0.09677 0.09570 0.0 0.00538 0.91461 0.99821 0.95458

Our masking mechanism 0.06996 0.06452 0.05699 0.0 0.00215 0.94221 ↑ 0.99928 ↑ 0.96991 ↑
Our training objective 0.03257 0.03763 0.03763 0.04624 0.03333 0.96550 ↑ 0.97312 0.96930 ↑

Trans-DAS 0.03860 0.04194 0.03226 0.0 0.00322 0.96535 ↑ 0.99857 ↑ 0.98168 ↑

FNR have decreased by a certain degree. Consequently, the bidi-
rectional contexts does help to accurately capture the contextual
intent and contribute to detecting more stealthy anomalies.

(3) Our training objective. We find that this variant improves the
F1-score by about 0.02 on average. In particular, the precision is
increased by more than 0.05 and the FPR is declined by 0.07865 and
0.05496 in two scenarios, respectively. This performance improve-
ment indicates that our training objective is useful for enlarging
the difference among the embedded semantics and then improving
the detection performance.

Finally, by integrating these designs in the anomaly detection
module, UCAD achieves the highest F1-score on both scenarios
and the improvement of precision is around 0.05 on average. Mean-
while, with the same or even lower FNRs to base model, UCAD
decreases the FPR by non-trivial margins, i.e., up to about 62.5% in
Scenarios-I and 38.9% in Scenario-II. Thus, our designs allow UCAD
to effectively learn the semantic information and contextual intent,
to perform an accurate data access anomaly detection.

6.4 Parameters Evaluation
Parameter Sensitivity. We evaluate the impacts of four major
hyper-parameters on the performance of UCAD: (1) Top-p in online
detection. (2) The input size 𝐿 of Trans-DAS. (3) The margin g in
our training objective. (4) The latent dimension ℎ of the embedding
layer.When testing one parameter, the others are fixed to the default
values as listed in Section 6.1.

Figure 7(a) shows the influence of p on detection performance.
Since the top-p prediction results mean operations with normal
intent, a larger p value naturally causes a higher precision yet a
lower recall. When varying p from 1 to 10 in Scenario-I, the F1-score
rises from 0.803 to a peak of 0.897 (at p=5) and then falls slightly.
We observe a similar tendency in Scenario-II and the optimal F1-
score is 0.982 (at p=10) while the worst F1-score is 0.941 (at p=1).
Figure 7(b) depicts the effect of different 𝐿. A larger 𝐿 means more
operation contexts can be used for semantics understanding, yet
their semantics will be more complex and harder to analyze. There-
fore, setting 𝐿 to the average length of sessions (i.e., about 30 in
Scenario-I and 100 in Scenario-II) can achieve a better performance.
Figure 7(c) presents the detection performance under different g.
This parameter controls the relative distance between an anchor to
positive and negative instances. It can be observed that UCAD is

Figure 7: The impact ofmajor hyper-parameters (p, 𝐿, g, ℎ) on
detection performance. The results indicate that Trans-DAS
is nonsensitive to hyper-parameters.

nonsensitive to g and the change of F1-score is within 0.04. Lastly,
we display the influence of ℎ in Figure 7(d). The F1-score is rela-
tively stable and shows a minor change of only 0.017 and 0.013 in
two scenarios, respectively.

Overall, the detection performance of UCAD is nonsensitive to
hyper-parameters and the variation of F1-score is less than 0.04 in
most cases, indicating that the good capability of UCAD is founded
on our elaborate designs rather than hyper-parameters tuning.



Table 4: The performance and training time (per epoch) un-
der different latent dimension ℎ in Scenario-II.

Dimension ℎ 16 32 64 128 256
Time (s) 41 43 49 62 83
F1-score 0.96989 0.98099 0.98168 0.98268 0.98183

Table 5: The performance and training time (per epoch) un-
der different input size 𝐿 in Scenario-II.

Input size 𝐿 50 75 100 125 150
Time (s) 16 30 49 74 105
F1-score 0.97025 0.97473 0.98168 0.96783 0.96866

Training Time. Another issue worth concerning is the training
time of UCAD (mainly the Trans-DAS), since an administrator
may perform periodical offline training to address the problem of
concept drift. Thus, a smaller training time is more desirable. In
particular, we evaluate the training time of UCAD7 under different
𝐿 andℎ values in Scenario-II, which contains more training sessions,
while omitting p and g as they are independent to the training time.
Table 4 and 5 show the average training time for each epoch and
the corresponding F1-score under different parameter values. We
can see that the training time increases linearly with both 𝐿 and ℎ,
while the F1-score changes slightly. In general, a smaller 𝐿 or ℎ can
save a lot of training time and retain good detection capabilities.

Therefore, an administrator can choose either smaller values
for faster training at the sacrifice of a little decline in the F1-score,
or moderate parameter values to pursue a better detection perfor-
mance. For instance, when 𝐿 is 50, UCAD only requires 16 seconds
to perform a training epoch and the F1-score is 0.97025, the training
time is reduced by 66.7% at a cost of only 0.011 in F1-score.

6.5 Robustness
In this section, we investigate the robustness of UCAD to abnormal
data, i.e., the detection performance when the supposed normal
training set for Trans-DAS actually contains abnormal data ( which
we refer to as hybrid dataset). To generate the hybrid dataset, we
randomly choose synthetic abnormal sessions and insert them into
our training set at different ratios. The detection performance is
shown in Figure 8(a) and 8(b). We can see that the overall per-
formance slowly declines as the percentage of abnormal sessions
increases in both scenarios. In particular, when the anomaly per-
centage increases to 20%, the reduction of F1-score in Scenario-I is
about 0.13 while that in Scenario-II is about 0.08. UCAD performs
better in Scenario-II since this scenario contains much more train-
ing sessions than Scenario-I, so that the Trans-DAS can learn more
normal semantic information to against the interfere of abnormal
training data. When the anomaly percentage reaches up to 20%,
UCAD still keeps an F1-score of nearly 0.9 in Scenario-II, which is
still effective to detect the data access anomalies accurately.

We also show the influence of abnormal training data on the base-
linemethods in Figure 8(c) and 8(d). In particular, sinceOneClassSVM
and iForest algorithms have specific hyper-parameters identifying
the proportion of contamination in the training data, we adjust

7Our evaluation platform is with Intel Core i7-8700 CPU, 32GB RAM and no GPU.

these hyper-parameters multiple times and report their best result.
The method proposed in [52] performs poorly in the presence of
any anomaly percentage. Meanwhile, the performance of other two
methods (i.e., DeepLog and USAD) also shows certain degree of
reduction (i.e., 0.1 and 0.09 on average). Compared with baselines,
UCAD can still achieve the best performance in most cases, which
demonstrates that it is robust to abnormal training data and more
applicable to different real-world scenarios.

6.6 Transferability
We further investigate the transferability of UCAD (especially the
Trans-DAS) to a relevant task: system log anomaly detection. The
evaluation is performed on three public system log datasets: (1)
The HDFS [84] dataset, which is generated by running Hadoop-
based map-reduce tasks on more than 200 Amazon EC2 nodes.
It contains 11,197,954 log entries and 2.9% of them are abnormal.
The log entries are grouped into sessions by the block_id field.
(2) The BGL [59] dataset, which is generated by the Blue Gene/L
supercomputer. It contains 4,747,963 log entries and 348,460 of
them are abnormal. (3) The Thunderbird [59] dataset, which is
collected from a supercomputer system and contains 211,212,192
log messages of which 3,248,239 are abnormal. Since there are no
session identifiers in BGL and Thunderbird datasets, we use the
preprocessing method applied in DeepLog [21] to generate the
session sequences for evaluation.

The parameters of Trans-DAS are set as: 𝐿=10, g=0.5, ℎ=64. We
compare Trans-DAS with two representative system log anomaly
detectionmethods, i.e., LogCluster [46] and DeepLog [21]. Table 6 il-
lustrates that UCAD achieves the highest recall (i.e., 0.97213, 0.95823
and 1.0 in three datasets, respectively) and the highest F1-score of
0.93063 and 0.94225 in BGL and Thunderbird datasets, respectively.
Only the precision is slightly lower than that of LogCluster. The
reason behind is that the behavioral patterns of an application are
typically less diverse than those of human beings. Thus, the normal
application sessions exhibit relatively fixed patterns that can be
learned according to the order of entries. Yet UCAD is specifically
designed and optimized towards handling the challenge of heteroge-
neous access patterns. The generated false alarms result in a slightly
lower precision in this task. However, we argue that a higher recall
is much more critical for system anomaly detection in production,
since it is much less expensive to pay a little extra engineering toll
to handle those false alerts than missing a malicious operation.

6.7 User Study
In this section, we discuss two real cases where UCAD helps data-
base administrators (DBAs) to locate data access anomalies in two
real-world production systems. As shown in Figure 9(a), the first
case is regarding living video commentary, where a bot imperson-
ates the legitimate client to post danmu (i.e., bullet screen, a form of
video commentary). The DBAs locate a suspicious session (9->23-
>11->4->3...), where the operations 11->4 are identified as anomalies
by UCAD. The DBAs utilize their domain knowledge and first study
the normal session in Figure 9(a) which indicates the following ac-
tions: (1) the danmus were inserted into table danmu_display in a
fixed frequency (operation 1); (2) a user clicked the “open danmu"
button when watching videos, so that the danmus were selected



(a) Impact of abnormal training data on
Trans-DAS in Scenario-I.

(b) Impact of abnormal training data on
Trans-DAS in Scenario-II.

(c) Impact of abnormal training data on all
methods in Scenario-I.

(d) Impact of abnormal training data on all
methods in Scenario-II.

Figure 8: The impact of abnormal sessions in the training set. (a) (b) show that the overall performance of Trans-DAS slowly
declines as the percentage of abnormal data increases. (c) (d) show the impact of abnormal data on all approaches and Trans-
DAS remains the highest F1-score in most cases.

Table 6: The detection performance on HDFS, BGL and
Thunderbird datasets. It demonstrates that UCAD can be ef-
fectively transferred to relevant tasks.

Dataset Methods LogCluster DeepLog Ours

HDFS
Precision 0.87371 0.87022 0.84248
Recall 0.74109 0.96073 0.97213
F1-score 0.80195 0.91324 0.90267

BGL
Precision 0.95463 0.89741 0.90449
Recall 0.64012 0.82783 0.95823
F1-score 0.76636 0.86122 0.93063

Thunder
Precision 0.98280 0.77421 0.89080
Recall 0.42782 1.00000 1.00000
F1-score 0.59614 0.87273 0.94225

and displayed on the screen (operations 15->3); (3) the user posted
a danmu and gave it a like. However, the suspicious session exhibits
different actions. By analyzing its concrete SQL statements along
with auxiliary messages (e.g., the timestamp and user identity), the
DBAs notice that the user first obtained videos on which she did not
post any danmu (operations 9->23), and then immediately posted
one and gave it a like (operations 11->4). The user did not click
the “open" button (meaning neither danmus nor the danmu input
box was available), yet she still posted one and gave a like to an
invisible danmu. In addition, the DBAs track this suspicious user
for several days and notice the same abnormal operation sequence
performed every day at 12:00 noon. Thus, with high confidence,
the DBAs confirm that the “user” is a bot designed to finish daily
task to get rewards (e.g., virtual coins or experience points).

As shown in Figure 9(b), the second anomaly case is related with
the location service, where a maliciously repackaged app steals the
credential of a normal app on the same device and reports manipu-
lated location data. The location service is responsible for obtaining
the locations of mobile devices (in form of the latitudes and longi-
tudes) that install our mobile apps. All our authenticated apps are
able to report location data. The actual authentication process is
complicated. An extremely simplified view (related with database)
is that a combination of operations 61 and 512 is necessary for ac-
cess verification. Afterwards, the app can issue other operations like
reading data from table loc_rm (operation 264) and inserting data

into table loc_rmf for offline access (operation 300), as shown in the
normal session of Figure 9(b). In a suspicious session reported by
UCAD, it detects consecutive insert operations (73 in red) to table
loc_rm, indicating very frequent updates of locations during a short
period of time. A deeper analysis by the DBAs reveals a critical
vulnerability rooted in access control. In particular, a maliciously
repackaged app managed to steal the authentication credential of a
normal app on the same device and started to report manipulated
location data. This is an example that anomalies in database opera-
tions reveal critical vulnerabilities that could otherwise manifest
in a larger scale and result in catastrophic data losses (for instance,
what if the attacker is able to access data other than locations?).

7 DISCUSSION
Adversarial Examples and Data Poisoning. Given that Trans-
DAS is a deep learning model, attackers may use adversarial exam-
ple [28, 88] and data poisoning [37] to evade detection. We argue
that both methods are less practical in database systems. For safety,
a typical database system does not allow users to craft their own
queries. It means that a successful adversarial example can only
use limited statement templates to achieve its malicious goal while
disguising as seemingly normal intent, otherwise it triggers alert
like statement parse warning. Data poisoning requires a certain
number of poisoned instances to be injected into training set before
model training. Fortunately, note that the next round of offline
training uses the normal sessions verified by our previously trained
system, it will be difficult for attackers to bypass our detection
and inject enough poisoned data into the training set. Besides, the
robustness of Trans-DAS (as evaluated in Section 6.5) has shown
that Trans-DAS is not easily affected by a small amount of poisoned
training data. Poisoning defenses [60, 72] can be utilized to improve
the robustness. We leave it as an interesting future work.
Lifelong Learning. In order to learn the latest normal semantic
information, our system currently adopts the fine-tuning strategy,
which collects the new normal sessions verified by our system and
fine-tune the previously trained anomaly detection module. Despite
its effectiveness in handling the problem of concept drift, it may
have another minor shortcoming that the model fine-tuned on new
data may generate false alarms on forgotten normal patterns [23].
A future direction for solving this issue is to apply lifelong learn-
ing [17], which utilizes regularization techniques [19, 45], memory



Figure 9: Two real-world anomaly cases reported by UCAD in our production systems. The first case is caused by a bot designed
to finish daily task to get rewards, and the second case is due to a critical vulnerability rooted in access control.

replay [8, 62] or model adaptation [36] to make learning-based mod-
els adapt to new data without forgetting its existing knowledge.
Limitations. Our study has two potential limitations. First, our
system assumes that the operation log is reliable and intact, which
may be tampered by sophisticated attackers. Meanwhile, its detec-
tion result may also be manipulated by the hidden malware. In the
future work, we plan to deploy the log recorder and our system
in trusted execution environments like Intel SGX [10, 32, 53] to
defend against these threats. Second, we observe that false positives
occur frequently in specific production environments and result in
more expert efforts. We suspect the reason is that the generalization
ability on some rarely appeared normal patterns is insufficient. To
address this limitation, a data augmentation process [74] can be
incorporated into our system to enhance the detection precision.

8 RELATEDWORK
Database Anomaly Detection. A series of approaches have been
proposed for database anomaly detection. The syntax-based meth-
ods [14, 39, 40, 64] focus on analyzing the syntax of SQL statements.
Specifically, in order to detect abnormal data access operations,
Sallam et al. [64] took role-based syntax analysis and Hussain et
al. [39] built behavior profiles representing normal executing syntax.
Fadolalkarim et al. [22] captured operation syntax via dynamical
analysis to detect data leakages. The data-based methods [43, 51]
extract the statistics related to the queried data. The context-based
methods [7, 25, 42, 83] use the information relevant to operation exe-
cution or user attributes. Besides, the hybrid methods [52, 65, 66, 71]
integrate the design primitives of other approaches to detect more
anomalies. For example, Mazzawi et al. [52] used both SQL syn-
tax and behavioral attributes to profile the data access operations.
Compared with them, our work focuses on capturing the semantics
of individual operations and the contextual intent of operations,
such that it can detect the stealthy data access anomalies
Unsupervised Anomaly Detection. Unsupervised anomaly de-
tection methods have been widely used in many scenarios in-
cluding clustering-based [31, 50], nearest neighbor-based [13, 29],
isolation-based [48], and kernel-based [9, 85] detection. Recently,
the deep learning based approaches become more popular. Specif-
ically, DeepLog [21] uses LSTM to detect online abnormal opera-
tions in system logs. LogAnomaly [54] uses dLCE [58] to embed
log words into templates for temporal dependence analysis. The

Deep Autoencoding Gaussian Mixture Model [87] estimates the
density distribution of multidimensional data for efficient anomaly
detection. The OmniAnomaly [73] learns robust representations
for multivariate time series data via stochastic variable connection
and planar normalizing flows. The USAD [11] is an unsupervised
anomaly detection method based on adversarially trained Autoen-
coders. In this work, we utilize the self-attention mechanism to
build our Trans-DAS model and develop several new designs to
effectively learn the semantic information and the contextual intent
of database access operations for database anomaly detection.
Applications of Attention Mechanism. The attention mecha-
nism has shown great power in various areas including NLP [12, 18,
69, 79], CV [82, 86], and recommendation systems [30, 41]. Some
recent proposals [57, 63] learn semantic embeddings via the self-
attention mechanism to detect point anomalies. In our work, we
propose new designs built on the self-attention mechanism to ac-
curately detect the stealthy abnormal data access operations.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel unsupervised anomaly detection
system, UCAD, for database. UCAD detects data access operations
based on the semantic analysis of operations. In particular, we de-
velop Trans-DASmodel for UCAD to accurately learn the semantics
of individual operations and the intent of the operation sequence.
Trans-DAS is built on the attention mechanism that captures the
relevance between any pair of operations in the sequence. The
extensive evaluations in two real-world typical scenarios demon-
strate the effectiveness of UCAD. The results illustrate that UCAD
can achieve the F1-scores of 0.89693 and 0.98168 in two scenar-
ios, respectively. The comparison experiments between UCAD and
baseline methods show that UCAD has obvious performance advan-
tage. Specifically, UCAD is robust to detect abnormal data access
operations for different tasks under various settings.
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